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Introduction

Wakatta: entertainment 

meets blockchain

Welcome to Wakatta Book — a blueprint for the
decentralized future of the entertainment industry.
This document sets out a vision for the evolution 

of digital entertainment, placing the disruptive force 

of blockchain technology at its very core.



Wakatta is a Nominated Proof-of-Stake (NPoS)

Blockchain Tree

blockchain designed to serve the needs of the
entertainment industry. The network scheme ensures

DLT

high transaction speed, affordable fees, strong
security, and a low environmental impact.


PoW

PoS
Our network is built on Substrate — a framework 

for creating decentralized systems using the latest
research in blockchain technology. Substrate’s
forkless upgrades and transparent governance tools

CO
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PoT

ESG

Fast

oriented

speed

give Wakatta the ability to expand its horizons
without splitting the network.


NPoS
Using the same framework enables Wakatta to
participate in the Polkadot ecosystem, promoting
interoperability between decentralized applications.

Provable

Polkadot 


Finality

Ecosystem


This compatibility nurtures our blockchain with great
flexibility and scalability to become an entertainment
NFT supporte

hub within the vast Polkadot network.



Auction embedde
Roles for DApp

The Wakatta network seamlessly integrates with 


Onboarding for user
EVM compatibl

all sorts of enterprises, helping them develop 

a decentralized economy, enabling the creation 

and exchange of non-fungible tokens (NFTs), 

and promoting higher community engagement
through DAO frameworks.
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SDK for developer
AIV for sustainability

DPoS

Market opportunities

Plenty of blockchains, 

a single solution
It’s true. Blockchain technology has been around for many
years. But the networks available today are a long way from
meeting the current needs of the entertainment enterprises
and, particularly, of those in the digital space. Some of their
fundamental limitations include:

Complex integration
Developers of entertainment projects find it challenging
and extremely time-consuming to integrate traditional
blockchains into their structures. Since these networks
aren’t optimized for such virtual environments, developers
have to spend resources on tailoring standard protocols.

High costs
Relying on popular blockchain protocols like Ethereum
might lead to expensive transaction costs, which could
negatively affect returns and/or user experience
depending on the project structure.

Slow transactions
Some of the oldest blockchain protocols suffer from
deeply rooted scalability issues. With more participants
using popular blockchain networks, these players can
easily face low throughput and high transaction latency.

Null interoperability
One of the core problems of today’s blockchain protocols is
the inability to collaborate with other networks out there.
This is a significant limitation for digital entertainment
products, which typically rely on integrations with
third-party services as a core mechanism for user
acquisition and user engagement.
WKT.IO
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the solution

Digital entertainment 

unleashed by Wakatta
Wakatta leverages the most advanced decentralized ledger
technologies to protect our digital lives and everything that
comes with them. From personal data to value transactions
to virtual art, Wakatta blockchain guarantees your digital
footprint lives forever.

WHAT

HOW

WHY

Decentralized
Economy

Cryptographic technology gives
users full ownership of all digital
assets, removing the middlemen
and therefore increasing efficiency
in all value transactions within
virtual spaces.

• From digital collectibles to event
tickets, token-based purchasing on
all sorts of assets within virtual
environments.

• Ensuring full transparency of all
operations with a public ledger.

• Setting royalties when selling and
reselling specific digital items.

Non-fungible
Tokens (NFTs)

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
safeguard ownership rights of
users’ data and all their creations,
including digital art, in-game
objects, or representations of
real-world assets

• Ownership of company-owned
and user-generated content 

is guaranteed by NFTs.

• The open-source standard
enables a seamless transfer 

of NFTs in between different
applications, enhancing overall
interoperability.

Decentralized
Autonomous

Organizations

(DAOs)

The interoperability of the Polkadot
ecosystem, alongside the
remarkable flexibility of Wakatta
Blockchain offers users a chance to
be in control of their digital
experiences.

• Empowering your project
community with active participation
in product-level decisions.

• Voting on potential product
improvements and prioritizing tasks.

• Submitting proposals for
adding/removing features.

WKT.IO
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network use cases

Wakatta industry-wide
applications
Yes, we believe that the entire entertainment industry can
benefit from Wakatta. But that doesn’t mean all actors will
find it useful in the same way. Whether is an in-game
currency or digital user IDs, Wakatta blockchain can adjust
to all sorts of use cases for entertainment enterprises.

Potential users
Games &

metaverses

Dapps

Media

distribution

Social

platforms

Key advantages
Ready-made tools (SDK) enable a quick,
frictionless integration with your project
Develop and launch project-specific 

and non-fungible tokens on top of Wakatta
Generate management roles for your DApp

without writing Smart Contracts
Employ blockchain tech to remove or reduce 

user fees and create attractive conditions
Receive rewards for staking WKT 

and validating Wakatta
Easily transfer your Ethereum-based

DApp to Polkadot-compatible Wakatta
WKT.IO
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Guiding Principles

The four pillars

of Wakatta
Geared for
scalability

Metaverses, games, multimedia platforms — they are 

all the future of entertainment. And Wakatta is ready 

to meet the increasing demands of fast-growing virtual
spaces. Our network is capable of handling thousands
of transactions at ultra competitive costs.


Fast and easy
onboarding

Unlike other popular networks out there, Wakatta was
conceived to serve the needs of the entertainment
industry. Wakatta can be smoothly connected by
developers of all backgrounds to entertainment
services of all kinds.

Optimized for
engagement

Wakatta is structured in a manner that ensures all
participants play an essential role in the development
and management of the network. Each node has 

a chance to be an active part of the protocol in 

return for attractive incentives.

Sophisticated
protocol
ecosystem

Seamlessly integrated into the Polkadot ecosystem,
Wakatta is well-positioned to benefit from the increasing
number of network users. Moreover, being part of
Polkadot also provides endless possibilities to establish
sustainable relations with complementary projects.


WKT.IO
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NPoS with

a twist
Wakatta uses a Nominated Proof-of-Stake scheme. That’s
right, the same scheme applied on Polkadot and other
Substrate-based chains. Yet, our team has added a twist 

to make our blockchain a better fit for entertainment
enterprises. Here’s what sets us apart:

01
02
03
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NFT Supported
Wakatta allows everyone to mint, transfer, and exchange
NFTs using a new standard optimized for the Polkadot
ecosystem, yet compatible with the well-known ERC-721
and ERC-1155 standards. This new protocol also
incorporates time-limited NFTs suitable for entertainment
applications (event tickets, insurance, etc.)

On-chain Auctions
Auctions play an essential role in the NFT space. With
Wakatta, all auctions are conducted on-chain, ensuring 

a more decentralized, disintermediated, and legitimate
bidding process. On-chain auctions do not need the
interference of third-party agents such as the auctioneer.
Overall, on-chain auctions represent a perfect solution 

to add transparency, security, and lower user fees.

Multi-role Settings for DApps
Decentralized applications developed on top of Wakatta
blockchain can smoothly add administrative roles for
management without writing smart contracts.

Key Features
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Onboarding Features
DApp developers can use WKT to subsidize user accounts
and therefore enable zero-fee environments. These tokens
cannot be transferred to other participants.

EVM Compatible
Developers can write and deploy turing-complete smart
contracts on Wakatta. Since our blockchain is compatible
with Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), porting over
existing Ethereum-based smart contracts enables
developers also to run them in our Polkadot-friendly
ecosystem.

SDK for Developers
Wakatta offers a developer toolkit to ease the integration
of blockchain infrastructure into a wide range of
applications on Unity, Unreal Engine, iOS or Android.

Algorithmic Incentives 

for Validators
Algorithmic Incentives for Validators (AIV) refers to an
innovative autonomous algorithm that efficiently regulates
transaction costs on the blockchain, matching them with
network load to solve and prevent bottlenecks.

wakatta architecture
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Collators — the one node
that makes it all possible
A clear division of network functionality among different roles
is essential to achieve high throughput with low transaction
costs as well as strong security and decentralization features.

Collators

Validators

This node is responsible for collecting Wakatta
transactions from users and producing state
transition proofs for Relay Chain validators. Collators
maintain the blockchain by aggregating transactions
into parachain block candidates and producing
proofs for Relay Chain validators.

Validators secure Polkadot’s Relay Chain by
validating proofs from Wakatta collators and
participating in consensus with other
validators. In other words, they add new
blocks to Relay Chain, making data available
to all participants within the ecosystem.

Collators
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Relay Chain
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XCMP (Cross-chain 

Message Passing)
XCMP is a cross-chain message-passing protocol. 

It allows parachains to exchange messages in a
secure manner.

Exchanges
Wakatta 

Smart

Contract

ХCMP
Messaging 

Channel

WKT.IO
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Governance
To keep the network working and expanding in a smooth,
headache-free manner, an efficient system of rules that
regulate decisions is necessary. As a proof-of-stake network,
Wakatta’s governance is built around WKT staking.


By locking Wakatta native tokens (WKT), collators are able to
achieve consensus required to secure the network and
guarantee the validity of transactions

and operations recorded on the blockchain.

Governance Roles
WKT Holders

By holding WKT, participants validate the network and
take an active role in the governance of Wakatta.
Stakers can vote on community proposals with their
tokens, propose changes, elect council members or
apply to become one. Their weight on the vote can
increase by simply locking up WKT for a certain period
of time.

Council

One of the common issues that decentralized public
networks face when it comes to voting mechanisms is 

the low voter turnout. To ensure that all participants are
properly represented in referendums, Wakatta created 

a Council. Members of the council are elected by WKT
holders and should demonstrate a solid expertise in
developing, maintaining and employing decentralized
networks.


WKT.IO
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tokenomics

Collators — the one node
that makes it all possible
Entertainment is about awakening the senses,
discovering new experiences, and creating memories.
WKT is about ensuring that entertainment continues 

to thrive in the digital era without jeopardizing financial
security, data management, and creative rights.


Staking
By holding WKT, participants validate the network 

and take an active role in the governance of Wakatta
Blockchain. Stakers can vote on community proposals
with their tokens, propose changes, elect council
members or apply to become one. Their weight on 

the vote can increase by simply locking up WKT for 

a certain period.

As the native cryptographic token of the
Wakatta blockchain, WKT is designed to
serve multiple purposes, such as being 

a validation element and handling
operations on the network.

WKT token distribution
15%
5%

40%

Governance

20%
20%

Holders of WKT have a say on important decisions
concerning the future of Wakatta. Voting powers 

largely depend on their WKT stake.

istribution ROUNDS

20% WAKATTA TEAM

20% ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

40% D

Operations
The token is employed for all value transactions

within the Wakatta ecosystem, including transaction
settlements, fees, and reward payments.

.
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15% PARACHAIN AUCTION

5%

estnet

INCENTIVES T

summary

ENTERTAINMENT IS CHANGING
and SO OUR LIVES
New technologies have triggered major structural changes 

to the $2-billion entertainment industry. Changes that affect
nearly every human on Earth. Today, everyone can play a vital
role in this ever- evolving industry, not just as consumers but
as creators as well.


In this new landscape of entertainment, individuals 

and companies have a unique opportunity to push the
boundaries of creativity by developing virtual spaces.
Environments where people can meet, express themselves,
trade, and have fun. Sounds inspiring? It is. But certain
changes are needed for all of this to work.


The freedom to explore the endless opportunities that digital
entertainment provide depends largely on our ability 

to establish a sustainable structure optimized for them.

Wakatta — decentralized

infrastructure starts here
Wakatta has emerged as a one-stop solution for entertainment
enterprises. Through decentralized ledger technology, 

we enable a truly decentralized economy for digital entertainment
environments that promotes transparency, data security, 

and guarantees the ownership of all digital creations.

WKT.IO
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roadmap

Next 

steps

01

Base Protocol
Accounts, Roles, Balance
Project
Tokenomics & Stacking

Project Currency (similar to ERC-20)

Digital Assets (NFT based on ERC-721) 

& Auction

03

Bridge with another blockchain 

Different types of Auction services

Research of algorithmic incentives 

for validators

WKT.IO

02
Virtual Machine to handle 

smart-contracts deployment
XCMP integration with another

parachain to generate cross-chain NFTs
Add new token standard to Digital Assets 

(NFT based оn ERC-1155)

04

SDK
we
unreal Engin
unit
Flutter
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